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Frederick County National Little League (FCNLL) Mission Statement: 

 

“Safety is Everyone's Responsibility" 

 

FCNLL’s highest priority is for the safety of our kids and Prevention is the key. The FCNLL Board of Directors 

(BOD) are committed to promoting and ensuring a safe environment exists for all patrons. In order to 

succeed we need your commitment to become our Safety Advocates: Take responsibility for our Little 

League. 

FCNLL is an active participant in “A Safety Awareness Program” (ASAP), designed "to create awareness, 

through education and information, of the opportunities to provide a safer environment for kids and all 

participants of Little League Baseball." (National Little League Association-2014) 

The purpose of this manual is to provide important safety information for FCNLL.  This document is created 

and maintained for volunteers, managers, and coaches but information contained in this document can be a 

useful resource for all participants of FCNLL. Please take the time to review this manual in its entirety and 

direct all questions to the league safety officer, Josh Robertson at jamey.walters@fcnll.com. 

We request your assistance, and guidance in making Frederick County National Little League a great 

program. If you have any concerns, or suggestions for improvement, please contact us or for additional 

information visit our website www.fcnll.com. 

Thank you for your commitment to Frederick County National Little league; we want to hear from you! 

 

FCNLL Board of Directors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:jamey.walters@fcnll.com
http://www.fcnll.com/
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FCNLL Safety Manual    
 
Requirement 1 – Active Safety Officer  
FCNLL has an active safety officer – Jamey Walters the safety officer is a member of the Board of 
Directors (page 5 of this document).  
 
Requirement 2 – Distribute a Safety Manual  
The Frederick County National Little League (FCNLL) Safety Manual is available on line at 
www.fcnll.com and is included in the Coach’s Training Packets and printed and distributed at all 
volunteer training venues.  Copies are available in common areas at Sherando Park Concession 
Stand and Passage Road in the equipment shed. 
 
Requirement 3 – Post board and emergency numbers  
All managers and coaches shall use “911” for all on field emergencies requiring fire, police, or 
ambulance. Managers and coaches shall keep player emergency contact information with them at 
all times and have a working cell phone during practice and games. The Sherando Park Concession 
stand has a working landline for emergency calls.  

 

Emergency Contact Phone List 
Revised October 2019 

 
 

Police 

Fire                 Emergency = 911  

Ambulance  
 
 
*Frederick County Sheriff’s Department  (540) 662-6168  
*FC Parks and Recreation Department  (540) 665-5678  
*Stephens City Fire/Rescue    (540) 869-4576  
*Winchester Medical Center   (540) 536-8000 
*Poison Control      (800) 222-1222 
*Park Ranger     (540) 539-5678 

 
 

 

http://www.fcnll.com/
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Frederick County National Little League: Board of Directors 2020-2021 

 

 

 

 

Requirement 4 – Use 2020 Volunteer Application Form and Check for Sex Abuse 

FCNLL uses the Little League International Volunteer Application Form (online) and checks for sex abuse 
history as well as criminal background. FCNLL requires all managers, coaches, board members, and any 
other person, volunteers or hired workers, who provide regular services to the league or who have 
repetitive access to or contact with the players or teams must fill out an application form as well as provide 
a government issued photo identification card for ID verification. FCNLL conducts a search of the 
appropriate governmental entity of the nationwide sex offender registry on all volunteer applications. 
Anyone refusing to fill out a volunteer application is ineligible to be a league member. The league is required 
to retain these confidential forms for one year of service.    
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Requirement 5 – Provide Fundamentals Training  
5.1 Current: 
FCNLL schedules coaches’ clinics for ALL coaches. All coaches MUST attend regardless of previous 
training. In addition, Managers and coaches will be trained on hitting, sliding, fielding and pitching 
fundamentals. Managers and coaches are periodically provided with many brochures and are 
encouraged to participate in other clinics. 
  
 
Requirement 6 – Require First Aid Training  
Basic first aid training is covered in the FCNLL annual coaches meeting prior to the season starting.  
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Requirement 7 – Walk Fields for Hazards Prior to Play  

 
7.1 Fields 

The home team Coach and the Plate umpire are required to walk the fields for hazards before use. 
Playing on muddy fields with wet equipment places the players at risk and creates ruts and holes 
that can be a hazard. When in doubt, reschedule the game. A Facility and Field Inspection 
Checklist (Appendix E) will be filled out and submitted to the Umpire prior to the start of each 
game.  The umpire will submit the forms to the league Safety officer.   

 

7.2 Weather Conditions  

Lightning- Lightning is a dangerous phenomenon. The FCNLL and FCPRD have developed a lightning 
policy to minimize the risk of injury from lightning strike to athletes, coaches, support staff and 
fans. To monitor lightning the Staff will utilize both the Flash-Bang method and/or a Smart Phone 
Mobile App. such as “My Lightning Tracker”. 

A. If the lightning detection App. does not provide an indication of whether lightning is 
present, use the countdown or "Flash Bang" method. To use the Flash Bang method, count 
the seconds from the time lightning/flash is sighted to when the clap/bang of thunder is 
heard. Divide this number by 5 and equals how far away (in miles) the lightning is 
occurring. For example, 20 second count = 4 miles). As a minimum, National Severe Storms 
laboratory (NSSL), strongly recommend that all individuals have left the athletic sites and 
reach a safe location by the flash-to-bang count of 30 seconds (6 miles). However, lightning 
can strike as far as 10 miles and it does not have to rain for lightning to strike. Activities will 
be terminated at the 40 seconds or 8 miles. 

B. If lightning is in the immediate area, a BOD member or FCPRD Ranger/official will notify the 
officials and/or teams as to the status of the inclement weather and of need to take 
shelter. Teams may return to the field once the lightning detector has detected no activity 
in the 3-8-mile range or 30 minutes from last sight of lightning. 

C. If no safe structure is within a reasonable distance, other safe areas include: enclosed 
buildings, fully enclosed metal vehicles with windows up (no convertibles). Unsafe shelter 
areas: water, open fields, dugouts, golf carts, metal objects (bleachers, fences, etc.), 
individual tall trees, light poles. AVOID BEING THE HIGHEST OBJECT IN AN OPEN FIELD. 
***Athletes/coaches etc. should not stand in groups or near a single tree. There should be 
15ft between athletes (NLSI, 2000). 

D. Note: sports with metal equipment. Baseball/softball drop bats and remove shoes (metal 
cleats)  

E. If unable to reach safe shelter, assume a crouched position on the ground with only the 
balls of the feet touching the ground, wrap your arms around your knees and lower your 
head. Minimize contact with the ground, because lightning current often enters the victim 
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through the ground rather than by a direct overhead strike. Do not lie flat! If safe shelter is 
only a short distance away, it has been suggested to run for shelter, rather than stay in 
middle of field. 

F. If a person feels that his/her hair standing on end, they should immediately crouch as 
described in item # E. If someone is struck by lightning, activate the Emergency Action Plan. 
A person struck by lightning does not carry an electrical charge; immediately initiate the 
EAP and begin the primary survey. If possible, move victim to a safe location. 

G. Avoid using the telephone except in emergency situations. People have been struck by 
lightning while using a land-line phone. A cellular phone or a portable phone is a safe 
alternative to land-line phones, if the person and the antenna are located within a safe 
structure, and if all other precautions are followed. 

 
Heat- Anytime temperature is above 90 degrees Fahrenheit, or the relative humidity is above 95%, 
a halt for rest and fluids should occur after the 3rd inning. Have shade and adequate water 
available. Encourage players to drink small amounts frequently. Any player exhibiting signs of heat 
related illness (cramps, fatigue, light headedness, nausea, vomiting or headache), should be 
removed from the game, placed in the shade, and re-hydrated. If symptoms do not respond 
immediately, seek prompt medical aid. 
 
Cold/Wind- No games or practices will be held when the Real Feel (Wind Chill) is below -11 using 
accuweather.com 

● The Manager/coach will use the accuweather.com website (Chart in appendix J) to 
determine the wind chill for the area of the contest/practice.  Once a person is on the 
accuweather.com website, they will put in the zip code for the location of the 
contest/practice and the website will give them the air temperature as well as the Real Feel 
temperature (wind chill).  

● If the Real Feel temperature (wind chill) is 10 degrees or below, the manager or coach must 
re-check the Real Feel (wind chill) at halftime or midway point of the contest/practice.  If 
the Real Feel (wind chill) temperature is -11 degrees (Fahrenheit) or lower, the 
contest/practice will be suspended. 

7.3 Players  

● Jewelry- Players are not allowed to wear jewelry, except for Med-Alert bracelets or 
necklace.  

● Uniforms- Uniforms must be in good repair.  
● Equipment- Equipment must be in good repair  
● On-Deck Circle- On-deck circle is NOT allowed.  
● Pitcher- Pitchers warming up in an area subject to foul balls- HIGHLY RECOMMENDED to 

have a spotter with helmet and glove.  
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7.4 Spectators  

 
● Arguing- Spectators are not allowed to argue with any call made by the umpire. It is the 

manager's responsibility to keep spectators within acceptable behavior limits.  
● Foul Territory- Spectators in foul territory are to remain alert and well back from the field of 

play.  
● Benches/Dugouts- Benches and dugouts are for managers, coaches and players only. If not 

on the field of play, all players (except warm-up pitchers and catchers) must remain within 
the benches/dugout area.  

● Young Children- Young children must be properly supervised at all times.  
● Pets- Not allowed in the ball field/spectator areas  
● Drugs/Alcohol- Drug and alcohol use are strictly prohibited at any fields during games or 

practice. Smoking should be kept to a minimum and away from the children and other 
spectators. 
 

Requirement 8 – Complete Annual Little League Field Survey  
FCNLL owns, operate and maintains three 3 of the 11 fields that are used for league functions.  
These fields are located on Passage Road, on the west side of Stephens City, VA.   FCNLL works in 
conjunction with the Frederick County Parks and Recreation Department (FCPRD) to ensure the 
fields and facilities located at Sherando Park are in good working order and safe condition. The 
annual little league field survey is completed prior to practices starting each year.  FCPRD works 
tirelessly to provide a safe environment for all patrons- please notify the FCNLL Safety Officer or 
FCPRD if ANY hazards are discovered. 
  

Requirement 9 – Safety Procedures for Concessions Cooking (see Appendix L) 
Use a food thermometer to check on cooking and holding temperatures of potentially hazardous 
foods. All potentially hazardous foods should be kept at 41º F or below (if cold) or 140º F or above 
(if hot). Ground beef and ground pork products should be cooked to an internal temperature of  
155º F, poultry parts should be cooked to 165º F. Most foodborne illnesses from temporary events 
can be traced back to lapses in temperature control. 
 
Reheating  
Rapidly reheat potentially hazardous foods to 165º F. Do not attempt to heat foods in crock pots, 
steam tables, over sterno units or other holding devices. Slow-cooking mechanisms may activate 
bacteria and never reach killing temperatures. FCNLL does not serve reheated or leftover food.  
 
Cooling and Cold Storage  
Foods that require refrigeration must be cooled to 41º F as quickly as possible and held at that 
temperature until ready to serve. To cool foods down quickly, use an ice water bath (60% ice to 
40% water), stirring the product frequently, or place the food in shallow pans no more than 4 
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inches in depth and refrigerate. Pans should not be stored one atop the other and lids should be off 
or ajar until the food is completely cooled. Check temperature periodically to see if the food is 
cooling properly. Allowing hazardous food store main unrefrigerated for too long has been the 
number ONE cause of foodborne illness.  
 
Hand Washing  
Frequent and thorough hand washing remains the first line of defense in preventing food borne 
disease. The use of disposable gloves can provide an additional barrier to contamination, but they 
are no substitute for hand washing!  
 
Health and Hygiene  
Only healthy workers should prepare and serve food. Anyone who shows symptoms of disease 
(cramps, nausea, fever, vomiting, diarrhea, jaundice, etc.) or who has open sores or infected cuts 
on the hands should not be allowed in the food concession area. Workers should wear clean outer 
garments and should not smoke in the concession area. The use of hair restraints is recommended 
to prevent hair ending up in food products.  
 
Food Handling  
Avoid hand contact with raw, ready to-eat foods and food contact surfaces. Use an acceptable 
dispensing utensil to serve food. Touching food with bare hands can transfer germs to food.  
 
Dishwashing  
Use disposable utensils for food service. Keep your hands away from food contact surfaces, and 
never reuse disposable dishware. Wash in a four-step process:  
1. Washing in hot soapy water;  
2. Rinsing in clean water;  
3. Chemical or heat sanitizing;  
4. Air drying.  
 
Ice  
Ice used to cool cans/bottles should not be used in cup beverages and should be stored separately. 
Use a scoop to dispense ice; never use the hands. Ice can become contaminated with bacteria and 
viruses and cause foodborne illness. 
 
Wiping Cloths  
Rinse and store your wiping cloths in a bucket of sanitizer (example: 1 gallon of water and 1⁄2 
teaspoon of chlorine bleach). Change the solution every two hours. Well sanitized work surfaces 
prevent cross-contamination and discourage flies. 
  
Food Storage and Cleanliness  
Keep foods stored off the floor at least six inches. After your event is finished, clean the concession 
area and discard unusable food. 
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Requirement 10 – Inspect and Replace Equipment 
FCNLL Equipment Managers and FCNLL BOD members will inspected all equipment at the end of 
the Fall season.  All FCNLL equipment is sent to be professionally cleaned and repaired for the 
following season. Batter’s helmets are inspected and discarded, if damaged, or suspected to be 
damaged (wear and tear). Defective and/or badly worn catcher's equipment and bats are replaced. 
Equipment issues should be reported to the appropriate Equipment Manager.  Any equipment that 
was not checked by the BOD must be turned in for cleaning and inspection prior to use in the 
spring season. 
  

Inspection- Managers, Coaches and Umpires will inspect equipment regularly (before each game) 
and make sure it fits properly, is serviceable, and is properly used. 
  
Catcher – Catchers must wear catcher's helmet, mask, throat protector, shin guards, long model 
chest protector, and protective cup at all times. 
  
Pitchers Warm-Up – Catchers must wear catcher's helmet, mask, throat protector, shin guards, 
long model chest protector, and protective cup when warming up pitchers. 
  
Glasses – Parents should be encouraged to provide safety glasses for their children wearing glasses.  
 
Face Guards/Cups – Parents should be encouraged to provide Face guards/mouth guards and cups 
for their children as appropriate. (mandatory facemasks for pitchers, cups for catchers)  
 
Safety Bases – All coaches must use safety bases which are in equipment boxes at each field.  
 
Bats – All bats must comply with Little League International Regulations.  
 

Requirement 11 – Implement Accident Reporting Procedures  
The Safety Officer will keep a record of all accident reports. See accident report form and process 
(Appendix A of this document). Accident reports shall be submitted within 24 hours of the incident 
to Josh Robertson at Jamey.walters@FCNLL.com 
 
Accident Procedure (PARK RANGER (540) 539-5678) 
• Administer First Aid to the level of your training. Call 911 if necessary.  
• Reassure the injured party and spectators.  
• Contact the injured party's parent or guardian. If unavailable, contact the emergency contact 
listed on the registration form.  
• Control the crowd -Talk to your team about the situation. Often players are upset and worried 
when a teammate is injured. They need to feel safe and understand why the injury occurred.  
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• Consult your First Aid Booklet for return to play guidelines. Any injury requiring professional 
medical care will need a physician's clearance prior to returning to play. Contact your league Safety 
Officer or a Board of Director by phone within 24 hours of the incident. 

https://Littleleague.org 

Communicable Diseases (additional information Appendix C)  
 
• Bleeding must be stopped, open wounds covered, and the uniform changed if there is blood on  
it before the athlete may return to play.  
• Use gloves when coming in contact with blood or body fluids. Gloves are provided in all First Aid 
kits.  
• Immediately wash hands with soap and other skin surfaces contaminated with blood.  
• Clean blood contaminated surfaces and equipment.  
• Store blood or body fluid contaminated uniforms or gear in plastic bags for thorough cleaning at 
home.  
• Place all blood and body fluid contaminated First Aid equipment (i.e. bloody gloves, bloody dirt, 
etc.) in a zip-lock bag. Seal the bag and throw it into a trash can. Zip-lock bags are provided in all 
First Aid kits.  
• Managers, coaches, and volunteers with open wounds should refrain from all direct contact until 
condition is resolved.  

 
Requirement 12 – First Aid Kits  
 
New First Aid kits are to be distributed to all managers and coaches when they received their 
equipment. Every manager and coach is required to have in their possession a first aid kit at all 
times. The Safety Officer is responsible for the coordination of the safety equipment. The Safety 
Officer is responsible to make sure that every manager and coach has a first aid kit which is fully 
stocked. The Safety Officer is responsible for re-supplying the first aid kits when needed.  
 

Requirement 13 – Enforce Little League Rules Including Equipment  
 
Managers, coaches, and umpires should be thoroughly familiar with the current Little League  
Rule Book. The FCNLL Board of Directors is responsible for enforcing the existing little league rules. 
The consequence for participants who fail to follow the rules may include: 
1. A letter of reprimand or admonishment;  
2. The offending party man be suspended for a game and/or games  
3. The offending party may not be allowed to participate in FCNLL;  
4. The offending party's team may be caused to forfeit a game or games;  
Enforcement of little league rules is the responsibility of every participant and the Board will 
enforce the rules if violated.  
 

https://www.littleleague.org/
http://www.littleleague.org/Little_League_Online.htm
http://www.littleleague.org/Little_League_Online.htm
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See Appendix B FCNLL Safety Code.  See Appendix D for Umpire information. 
 

Requirement 14 – Qualified Safety Program Registration: Paperwork will be submitted 

as required 

 

Requirement 15 – League Player Registration Data, player roster data and coach 

manager data: Online registration will be conducted throughout the season 
 
Parents Role in Safety  
 
Most of the existing Little League rules have some basis in safety i.e. were created because 
someone was seriously injured. Parents can help by setting a good example for all the players. It is 
important to follow the rules for the safety of all park patrons. The managers and coaches are 
trained in basic first aid and common sense safety practices. Please take the time to listen to the 
manager and coaches, learn these rules and make them a common practice any time you practice 
baseball with your children.  
 
Complete a Medical Release  
This enables emergency medical care if parent or guardian is not in attendance, and informs 
managers, coaches and medical providers of allergies or other medical problems.  
 

● No alcohol or tobacco is allowed on or around the field of play. No Smoking signs are 
posted on all FCNLL fields at Passage Rd. Park.  Volunteers and Spectators are prohibited 
from smoking within 150ft. of any playing field. This includes Vaping. 

● Please be extra cautious when entering and leaving the parking lots. Children may not 
always look for you, especially young future ball players.  

● It is important that you share any medical information that may affect your child during 
games and practice. If you have concerns or questions, please contact the manager or 
League Safety Officer. All information is considered confidential.  

● Have your child eat a snack before practice or games; hungry ball players don’t concentrate 
well.  

● Routinely, check your child’s equipment for safety concerns.  
● Arrive to practice and games early to allow for proper warm ups (injury prevention)  
● Help at practices. The more adults we have watching out for our players, the better our 

chance to avoid accidents. 
● Volunteering in both District and League activities will make your child’s experience even 

better. 
● BAT Safety - Many players bring their own bats to practice and games. Bats should remain in 

their bags, in the dugout or on the ground in front of them until they are needed.  
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No bat should be swung outside the field of play. No player shall hold a bat except when 
going to the plate. 
  

Do not leave players at the park without talking to a Manager/Coach - it is a sport not a 
babysitting service 

The manager or coach will never leave a player alone at the field. It is very important that parents 
are on time to pick up the children. It is recommended that parents remain at the field if possible, 
we are all busy and it is understandable that parents need to leave. If you must leave, please 
contact the coach or manager prior to the event and before departing. 

 

 

 

 

Jon Dean                                                     2/22/2021                                

President’s Name   President’s Signature    Date 
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Appendix A 
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Frederick County National Little League Baseball 
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Appendix B 

Frederick County National Little League Safety Code: 

 

1. Arrangements should be made in advance of all games and practices for 
emergency medical services. 

2. Managers, Coaches, and umpires should have some training in First-Aid. 
First-Aid Kits should be available at the field and must be inspected weekly. 
After each use contact the Safety Officer for re-supply. 

3. No games or practices should be held when weather or field conditions are 
not good particularly when lighting is inadequate. If the surrounding street 
lights are on, it is probably too dark to continue playing, and the game 
should be called if approved field lighting is not available.   

4. Play area should be inspected frequently for holes, damage, stones, glass, 
and other foreign objects. 

5. Dugouts and bat racks should be positioned behind screens. 
6. Manners or coaches must not warm up a pitcher at home plate or in the 

bullpen or elsewhere at any time. They may, however, stand to observe a 
pitcher during warm-up in bullpen. 

7. Responsibility for keeping bats and loose equipment off the field of play 
should be that of a regular player assigned for this purpose. 

8. Foul ball should be returned through the dugouts and NEVER thrown onto 
the fields. 

9. During practice sessions and games, all players should be alert and watching 
the batter on each pitch. 

10. During warm-up drills, players should be spaced so that no one is 
endangered by wild throws or missed catches. 

11. Equipment should be inspected regularly. Make sure it fits properly. 
12. Batters must wear protective NOCSAE helmets during batting practice, as 

well as during games. 
13. Catchers must wear a catcher's helmet (with face mask and throat guard), 

chest protector, and shin guards. Male catchers must wear long-model chest 
protector, protective supporter, and cup at all times. 

14. All male players must wear athletic supporters. We strongly recommend that 
all male players wear cups as well. 
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Appendix B (Cont.) 

 
15. Except when a runner is returning to a base, head first slides are not 

permitted. This applies only to Majors, Minor League and Tee Ball 
16. During sliding practice, ensure that bases will “break away”. 
17. At no time should "horse play" be permitted on the playing field 
18. Parents of players who wear glasses should be encouraged to provide "safety 

glasses" with an elastic retaining strap. 
19. Players must not wear watches, rings, pins, jewelry (except medic alert), or 

other metallic items. 
20. Catchers must wear full gear and a protective cup in warming up pitchers. 

This applies during practice, between innings, and in the bullpen. 
21. Batting/catcher's helmets should not be painted unless approved by the 

manufacturer. 
22. Regulations prohibit on-deck batters. This means no player should handle a 

bat, even while in an enclosure, until it is his/her time at bat. This applies 
only to Majors, Minor League and Tee Ball.  

23. Players who are ejected, ill, or injured should remain under supervision until 
released to the parent or guardian. 

24. No metal pitching toe should be worn. 
25. Baseball shoes with rubber cleats molded to the sole, tennis, or gym shoes 

are authorized. 
26. Do not allow players to throw bats or helmets. 
27. Do not allow players to visit the restroom alone, have the child’s parent or 

volunteer escort the player to and from the restroom and back to the field of 
play. 

28. Report all injuries to the FCNLL Safety Officer at Jamey.Walters@FCNLL.com 
29. Parents should not enter the dugout at any time. If you need your ballplayer, 

contact the coach. 

 

  

mailto:Jamey.Walters@FCNLL.com
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Appendix C 

 

Communicable Disease Procedures  

These procedures, also printed in each of the Official Regulations and Playing Rules, should be 
understood and followed by all managers, coaches, and umpires. While risk of one athlete 
infecting another with HIV/AIDS during competition is close to non-existent, there is a remote 
risk that other blood borne infectious diseases can be transmitted. For example, Hepatitis B can 
be present in blood, as well as in other body fluids. Procedures for reducing the potential for 
transmission of these infectious agents should include, but not be limited to, the following:  

1. The bleeding must be stopped, the open wound covered, and if there is an 
excessive amount of blood on the uniform, it must be changed before the athlete 
may participate.  

2. Routine use of gloves or other precautions to prevent skin and mucous-
membrane exposure when contact with blood or other body fluids is anticipated.  

3. Immediately wash hands and other skin surfaces if contaminated (in contact) 
with blood or other body fluids. Wash hands immediately after removing gloves.  

4. Clean all blood contaminated surfaces and equipment with an appropriate 
disinfectant before competition resumes.  

5. Practice proper disposal procedures to prevent injuries caused by needles, 
scalpels, and other sharp instruments or devices  

6. Although saliva has not been implicated in HIV transmission, to minimize the 
need for emergency mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, mouthpieces, resuscitation 
bags, or other ventilation devices should be available for use.  

7. Athletic trainers/coaches with bleeding or oozing skin conditions should refrain 
from all direct athletic care until the condition resolves.  

8. Contaminated towels should be properly disposed of or disinfected.  

9. Follow acceptable guidelines in the immediate control of bleeding and when 
handling bloody dressings, mouth-guards, and other articles containing body fluids.  
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Appendix C-1 

 

Covid Protocol 

The following procedures have been instituted to comply with local health department 
regulations, FCPR, Little League® and for the wellness of players, coaches, volunteers and 
parents. 

 

1. FCNLL will distribute a notification/waiver to all parents outlining league and CDC 

guidelines. 

2. FCNLL will provide one face covering for each child, manager/coach & team parent.  If 

lost, there will be a fee to replace or the individual will be required to provide their own.  

The league will also provide latex gloves, hand sanitizer and cleaning supplies to properly 

maintain sanitization during all team activities.   

3. Face coverings will be required to be worn in certain circumstances by players, coaches, 

umpires, when not able to properly social distance.  While players, coaches are in the 

dugout a face covering must be worn at all time. In addition, a face cover is encouraged 

when in close proximity of other players/coaches etc.  If managers/coaches/parents 

cannot comply with face covering guidelines, they may be asked to step down as a 

volunteer. 

4. Parents/Fans will be requested not to congregate around the dugouts/backstop areas.  

Spectators will also need to remain properly distanced and not gather in large groups. 

5. Each team will enlist a parents/volunteers to be the lead on COVID19 

prevention/precaution for their team.  These elected person(s) must be an approved 

league volunteer and may enter the dugout to help children with face coverings, hand 

sanitizer, injuries, etc.   

6. Players will not be allowed to share equipment.  If there is a need to share, proper 

precautions and sanitization of the equipment must be taken between each use. 

7. The coaches and umpires meeting prior to games will be done with proper distancing and 

there will be no handshaking or contact. 

8. At the conclusion of each game, there will be no handshaking. Each team will line up on 

the field outside of their respective dugout/gate and recognize the other team through a 

tip of the cap/visor, applause of other respectful means.   

9. No sunflower seeds or gum chewing allowed at any time.   
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Appendix C-1 (cont.) 

 

10. Teams will be required to have disinfecting spray, hand sanitizer and spare masks on 

them at all times. 

11. There will be a strict 15-minute window between games/practices to give the outgoing 

team time to vacate the dugout, wipe area down before allowing oncoming team to settle 

in prior to practice.   

12. If dugouts are not needed for practices, it is encouraged that players hang their bags on 

the fence 6’ apart to keep from being in close contact.  There may be times in 

games/practices when we ask teams to set up outside of the dugout to practice better 

social distancing.   

13. If a coach, player or family member is ill or shows symptoms linked to COVID19, the 

player should not report to practice or game.  The parent will need to notify the manager 

of their respective team. If there is a positive test for a coach, child or family member, 

they should not attend practice or game and the manager must be notified immediately.  

The manager will then contact a member of the FCNLL Board of Directors to discuss 

further steps. 

14. If notified regarding a positive test, the BOD will follow the guidelines set forth by the CDC 

and the State of Virginia.  Response protocol will be followed strictly. 

15. FCNLL players, coaches and parents will need to comply with other surrounding leagues 

Covid Protocol when participation in interleague play in addition to those listed above. 

 

* FCNLL will be required to follow guidelines and restrictions put in place by FCPR when 

using the fields and facilities at Sherando Park.  These may differ than those listed above. 

 

** As with other COVID19 related situations, there may be rule/guideline changes 

throughout the season.  If those arise, the league will communicate them appropriately.  
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Appendix D 

 

Umpires  

In our league, the umpires are furnished from a pool of league volunteers and paid 
junior umpires. As Little League rules dictate, they are in complete control of what 
happens on the field. Umpires play an important role in safety. Umpire training is 
essential to the safety of the players, managers & coaches, spectators, and other 
umpires. A FCNLL clinic will be held during the preseason to teach the proper skills 
to anyone who is interested in umpiring. We offer training through the District 3 
Chief Umpire.  

The following is a list of topics the clinic will cover.  

● Umpires must be fair, impartial, and consistent. All trained Umpires will go 
away from training with a good understanding of the rules.  

● Proper positioning (and rotation) in the field to avoid obstructing play or 
getting injured.  

● Basic rules of baseball, and interpretations of commonly misunderstood 
rules.  

● Safety violations.  

● Pre-game procedures.  

● Walk the field for foreign objects, holes and any hazards that might cause 
injury. Ensure installation of disengage-able bases.  

● Inspect equipment for any safety violations prior to the start of any game  
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Appendix E 

 

Facility and Field Inspection Checklist  

Facility Name______________________________________  

Inspector __________________________  

Date ___________ Time___________  

• Holes, damage, rough or uneven spots  

• Slippery Areas, long grass  

• Glass, rocks and other debris & foreign objects  

• Damage to screens, fences edges or sharp fencing  

• Unsafe conditions around backstop, pitching mound  

• Warning Track condition  

• Dugouts condition before and after games  

• Make sure telephones / cell phones are available  

• Area’s around Bleachers free of debris  

• General Garbage clean-up  

• Emptying garbage cans (Passage road)  

• Conditions of restrooms and restroom supplies  

• Concession Stand inspection  

NOTES/ HAZARDS  

_____________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________  

Signature_________________________________  
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Appendix F 

 

Concussion Awareness  

THE FACTS  

• A concussion is a brain injury.  

• All concussions are serious.  

• Concussions can occur without loss of consciousness.  

• Concussions can occur in any sport.  

• Recognition and proper management of concussions when they first occur can 
help prevent further injury or even death.  

 

WHAT IS A CONCUSSION?  

A concussion is an injury that changes how the cells in the brain normally work. A 
concussion is caused by a blow to the head or body that causes the brain to move 
rapidly inside the skull. Even a “ding,” “getting your bell rung,” or what seems to be 
a mild bump or blow to the head can be serious. Concussions can also result from a 
fall or from players colliding with each other or with obstacles, such as a goalpost, 
even if they do not directly hit their head.  

 

The potential for concussions is greatest in athletic environments where collisions 
are common. Concussions can occur, however, in any organized or unorganized 
sport or recreational activity. As many as 3.8 million sports and recreation-related 
concussions occur in the United States each year.  

RECOGNIZING A POSSIBLE CONCUSSION  

To help recognize a concussion, you should watch for the following two things 
among your athletes:  

1. A forceful blow to the head or body that results in rapid movement of the head. -
and-  

2. Any change in the athlete’s behavior, thinking, or physical functioning. (See the 
signs and symptoms of concussion.)  
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SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS  

Signs observed by coaching staff  

• Appears dazed or stunned  
• Is confused about assignment or position  
• Forgets sports plays  
• Is unsure of game, score, or opponent  
• Moves clumsily  
• Answers questions slowly  
• Loses consciousness (even briefly)  
• Shows behavior or personality changes  
• Can’t recall events prior to hit or fall  
• Can’t recall events after hit or fall  

Symptoms Reported by Athlete  

• Headache or “pressure” in head  
• Nausea or vomiting  
• Balance problems or dizziness  
• Double or blurry vision  
• Sensitivity to light  
• Sensitivity to noise  
• Feeling sluggish, hazy, foggy, or groggy  
• Concentration or memory problems  
• Confusion  
• Does not “feel right”  

Athletes who experience any of these signs or symptoms after a bump or blow to 
the head should be kept from play until given permission to return to play by a 
healthcare professional (see Licensed Health Care Provided list below) with 
experience in evaluating for concussions. Signs and symptoms of concussion can 
last from several minutes to days, weeks, months, or even longer in some cases.  

Remember, you can’t see a concussion and some athletes may not experience 
and/or report symptoms until hours or days after the injury. If you have any 
suspicion that your athlete has a concussion, you should keep the athlete out of 
the game or practice.  

 

PREVENTION AND PREPARATION  
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As a coach, you can play a key role in preventing concussions and responding to 
them properly when they occur. Here are some steps you can take to ensure the 
best outcome for your athletes and the team:  

• Educate athletes and parents about concussion. Talk with athletes and their 
parents about the dangers and potential long-term consequences of 
concussion. Explain your concerns about concussion and your expectations 
of safe play to athletes, parents, and assistant coaches. Pass out the 
concussion fact sheets for athletes and for parents at the beginning of the 
season and again if a concussion occurs.  

• Insist that safety comes first.  

• Teach athletes safe playing techniques and encourage them to follow the 
rules of play.  

• Encourage athletes to practice good sportsmanship at all times . 

• Make sure athletes wear the right protective equipment for their activity 
(such as shin guards). Protective equipment should fit properly, be well 
maintained, and be worn consistently and correctly.  

• Review the athlete fact sheet with your team to help them recognize the 
signs  

• and symptoms of a concussion.  

• Teach athletes and parents that it’s not smart to play with a concussion.  

• Sometimes players and parents wrongly believe that it shows strength and 
courage to play injured. Discourage others from pressuring injured athletes 
to play. Don’t let athletes persuade you that they’re “just fine” after they 
have sustained any bump or blow to the head. Ask if players have ever had a 
concussion.  
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• Prevent long-term problems. A repeat concussion that occurs before the 
brain recovers from the first—usually within a short period of time (hours, 
days, or weeks)—can slow recovery or increase the likelihood of having long-
term problems. In rare cases, repeat concussions can result in brain swelling, 
permanent brain damage, and even death. This more serious condition is 
called second impact syndrome.4,5 Keep athletes with known or suspected 
concussion from play until they have been evaluated and given permission to 
return to play by a healthcare professional with experience in evaluating for 
concussion.  

• Remind your athletes: “It’s better to miss one game than the whole season.”  

 

ACTION PLAN  

 

WHAT SHOULD A COACH DO WHEN A CONCUSSION IS SUSPECTED?  

1. Remove the athlete from play. Look for the signs and symptoms of a concussion 
if your athlete has experienced a bump or blow to the head. Athletes who 
experience signs or symptoms of concussion should not be allowed to return to 
play. When in doubt, keep the athlete out of play.  

2. Ensure that the athlete is evaluated right away by an appropriate health care 
professional. Do not try to judge the severity of the injury yourself. Health care 
professionals have several methods that they can use to assess the severity of 
concussions. As a coach, recording the following information can help healthcare 
professionals in assessing the athlete after the injury:  

•  Cause of the injury and force of the hit or blow to the head  

• Any loss of consciousness (passed out/knocked out) and if so, for how  

• Any memory loss immediately following the injury  

• Any seizures immediately following the injury  

• Number of previous concussions (if any)  

2. Inform the athlete’s parents or guardians about the possible concussion and give 
them the fact sheet on concussion. Make sure they know that the athlete should 
be seen by a healthcare professional experienced in evaluating for concussion.  
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4. Allow the athlete to return to play only with permission from a healthcare 
professional with experience in evaluating for concussion. A repeat concussion that 
occurs before the brain recovers from the first can slow recovery or increase the 
likelihood of having long-term problems. Prevent common long-term problems and 
the rare second impact syndrome by delaying the athlete’s return to the activity 
until the player receives appropriate medical evaluation and approval for return to 
play.  

Licensed Health Care Providers  

What licensed health care providers are trained in the evaluation and treatment of 
concussions/brain injuries and authorized to allow the athlete to return to play?  

• Medical Doctors (MD)  
• Doctor of Osteopathy (DO)  
• Advanced Registered Nurse Practitioner (ARNP)  
• Physicians Assistant (PA)  
• Licensed Certified Athletic Trainers (ATC)  

It is mandatory that all Managers, coaches, and volunteer’s complete annual 
concussion training and receive a certificate as proof that the training has been 
completed. 

Any athlete even suspected of suffering a concussion should be removed from the 
game or practice immediately. No athlete may return to activity after an apparent 
head injury or concussion, regardless of how mild it seems or how quickly 
symptoms clear, without medical clearance. Close observation of the athlete 
should continue for several hours.  

For current and up-to-date information on concussions you can go to:  

http://www.cdc.gov/ConcussionInYouthSports/  

As a condition of managing or coaching I have read the manager and coaches 
training information and will follow with practices on Concussions and Head 
Injuries, including educating my parents and players. I will also comply with all my 
league’s policies regarding Concussions and Head Injuries. I will sit a player out 
when in doubt and not allow that player to return to practice or a game until 
cleared by professional medical personnel  

__________________________    ____________________________       _________ 

Manager/Coach Name Printed    Signature     Date 
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Appendix G 

 

Frederick County National Little League Background Check  

Background  

In accordance with Little League Baseball, FCNLL will conduct Background Checks 
for registered sex offenders on all adult volunteers for our 2020 season and 
beyond. No continued contact with the players will be allowed prior to the 
Background Check. The Little League Child Protection Program has been in place 
since 1997 with optional background checks in place. In 2005, background checks 
were mandatory for all programs nationwide and will be required annually.  

Who will require a background check?  

• FCNLL will conduct background checks for Board Members, managers, 
coaches, assistant coaches and any other adult who will have regular or 
repetitive contact with our players.  

Who will conduct background checks?  

• FCPRD maintains a contract with an independent, local security agency that 
conducts extensive background checks on ALL paid and volunteer personnel 
that might have contact with FCNLL players.  For specific details, contact the 
FCNLL BOD President or FCPRD management.   

How will the background checks be conducted?  

• All Board Members, managers, coaches, assistant coaches and other adult 
volunteers will be required to complete a current Volunteer Application 
Form. Failure to submit this form will result in the individual being banned 
from participating in Frederick County National Little League activities. 
Managers and coaches will not be able to hold practices or have any other 
contact with players until all the coaching staff has completed the Volunteer 
Application and have been cleared as not being a registered sex offender.  
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Appendix G (cont.) 

 

How will a volunteer be notified if their background check makes them ineligible to 
participate in FCNLL?  

• The league president and Safety Officer will notify any adult volunteers who 
fail the background check of their ineligibility to be a member of FCNLL 

 

Where can I get more information?  

• Any member of the FCNLL Board of Directors can provide additional 
information. Also, a wealth of information concerning the Child Protection 
Program and background checks can be found at www.littleleague.org along 
with contacting Virginia State Police for their sex offenders list. Further 
information may be obtained at:  

https://www.littleleague.org/player-safety/child-protection-program/ 
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Appendix H 

 

First Aid Kits: 

Each Manager will receive a complete first aid kit with the following contents: 

• After each use the manager will submit a form to the league safety officer 
within 24 hours- the safety officer will process the paperwork and resupply the 
first aid kit. 

 

First Aid Kit Contents  

 25 Plastic Bandages 3/4" x 3" 

 5 Plastic Bandages 2" x 4.5" 

 Gauze Pads 3" x 3"  

 1 Roll Gauze 2"  

 1 Elastic Bandage 3" x 5yds.  

 15 Antiseptic Wipes  

 

 3 Sting Relief Wipes  

 1 Tape 1" x 5 yds.  

 3 Cold Packs  

 1 Scissors  

 2 Gloves  

 6 Triple Antibiotic Ointment Packets  
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Appendix I        
 

Some Important Do’s and Don’ts for managers and coaches: 
 

Do...  
● Make certain to have a mobile phone available when your game or practice is at a facility 

that does not have any public phones.  
● Have your players’ Medical Clearance Forms with you at all games and practices.  
● Carry your first-aid kit to all games and practices  
● Reassure and aid children who are injured, frightened, or lost  
● Provide, or assist in obtaining, medical attention for those who require it.  
● Know your limitations.  
● Assist those who require medical attention - and when administering aid, remember to  
● LOOK for signs of injury (Blood, Black-and-blue deformity of joint etc.).  
● LISTEN to the injured describe what happened and what hurts if conscious.  

o Before questioning, you may have to calm and soothe an excited child.  
● FEEL gently and carefully the injured area for signs of swelling, or grating of broken bone.  

 

Don’t...  
● Administer any medications  
● Provide any food or beverages (other than water)  
● Hesitate in giving aid when needed  
● Be afraid to ask for help if you’re not sure of the proper procedures (i.e., CPR, etc.)  
● Transport injured individuals except in extreme emergencies  
● Leave an unattended child at a practice, game  
● Allow players to visit the restroom alone, have the child’s parent or volunteer escort the 

player to and from the restroom and back to the field of play (buddy system)  
● Hesitate to report any present or potential safety hazard to the Safety Officer immediately.  
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APPENDIX J 

Frederick County National Little League Wind Chill Procedures   

● Wind Chill will be checked 1 hour before the game or practice by the League Safety Officer or other 
designated Board of Director when the air temperature is 39 degrees (Fahrenheit) or lower.  

● The League Safety Office or Board of Director will use the accuweather.com website to determine 
the wind chill for the area of the game or practice.  Once a person is on the accuweather.com 
website, they will put in the zip code for the location of the contest/practice and the website will 
give them the air temperature as well as the Real Feel temperature (wind chill).  

● If the Real Feel temperature (wind chill) is 10 degrees or below, the athletic trainer, athletic director, 
or school designee must re-check the Real Feel (wind chill) at the midway point of the game or 
practice.  If the Real Feel (wind chill) temperature is -11 degrees (Fahrenheit) or lower, the practice 
will be suspended. 

Please refer to the following chart to take the appropriate actions: 

         Real Feel (wind chill) above 40 degrees.           Full activity.  No restrictions.          

         RECOMMENDED: 

         Wind Chill Caution:      

         Real Feel (wind chill) 36 - 20 degrees    

• Stay adequately hydrated. 

• Notify coaches of the threat of cold related illnesses. 

• Have players and coaches dress in layers of clothing.                                              
   

         Wind Chill Watch:                

         Real Feel (wind chill) 29 - 10 degrees                           

• Stay adequately hydrated. 

• Notify coaches of the threat of cold related illnesses. 

• Have players and coaches dress in layers of clothing. 

• Cover the head and neck to prevent heat loss. 
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Appendix J (continued) 
 

Wind Chill Warning:      

         Real Feel (wind chill) 9 to -10 degrees             

• Stay adequately hydrated. 

• Notify coaches of the threat of cold related illnesses. 

• Have students and coaches dress in layers of clothing.  

• Cover the head and neck to prevent heat loss. 

• Consider postponing practice to a time when Real Feel temp is much higher.                                                
Consider reducing the amount of time for an outdoor practice session. 

                                                   

         REQUIRED: 

         Wind Chill Alert:  

         Real Feel (wind chill) -11 degrees or lower           

• No Outside Activity – Game or Practice MUST be cancelled. 
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Appendix J (continued) 
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APPENDIX K 

 
FCNLL Inclement weather (lightning event) policy: 

 ALL play, to include practice, must stop when THUNDER is heard or LIGHTNING 
is seen. Play CANNOT RESUME for a minimum of 30 MIN after the last 
thunder/lightning event.  This is determined by the Park Ranger, Umpire in Chief or 
Game Coordinator if multiple games are in progress.   At Sherando Park the Park 
Ranger has overall authority to stop and start play.  

The use of approved lightning detection application will enhance the detection of 
dangerous lightning and will therefore be used at all FCNLL home field events.  ALL 
FCNLL Volunteers will be trained in the proper use of the “My Lightning Tracker” 
application at the Annual Mandatory Coaches Clinic and Safety training.   

 When the approved lightning application indicates the presence of lightning in 
the immediate vicinity, all play and or practice will cease for 30 minutes, per FCNLL 
and FCPRD Standard Operating Procedures (SOP’s).  At Sherando Park, the 
concession stand staff will notify the game coordinator/board member or head 
umpire to take the appropriate action.  At Passage Road, the Senior Umpire, UIC or 
Game Coordinator will use the “My Lightning Tracker” and will make the appropriate 
decision. 

 
Fail Safe:  
 
If lightning is seen or thunder is heard and the “My Lightning Tracker” does not 
indicate lighting in the immediate area, the Senior Umpire, UIC Game Coordinator or 
Park Ranger will stop play or practice. No activity should resume until 30 min after 
the last lightning/thunder event.      

When play is stopped all fields and spectator areas of the park will be evacuated.  NO 
appropriate shelter exists at Sherando or Passage Road to protect players, 
volunteers, or spectators from lightning; therefore, the fields must be evacuated- 
players may seek shelter in their vehicles and remain on the property unless the park 
closes. 

Play may resume when the “My Lightning Tracker” application does not detect the 
presence of lightning within 15 miles for 20 minutes.  
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Appendix L  

    

Safe Minimum Cooking Temperatures 

Use this chart and a food thermometer to ensure that meat, poultry, seafood, and other cooked foods reach a 
safe minimum internal temperature. 

Remember, you can’t tell whether meat is safely cooked by looking at it. Any cooked, uncured red meats – 
including pork – can be pink, even when the meat has reached a safe internal temperature.  

Why the Rest Time is Important After you remove meat from a grill, oven, or other heat source, 

allow it to rest for the specified amount of time. During the rest time, its temperature remains constant or 
continues to rise, which destroys harmful germs. 

Category Food Temperature (°F)  Rest Time  
Ground Meat & Meat 
Mixtures 

Beef, Pork, Veal, Lamb 160 None 
Turkey, Chicken 165 None 

Fresh Beef, Veal, Lamb Steaks, roasts, chops 145 3 minutes 
Poultry Chicken & Turkey, 

whole 
165 None 

Poultry breasts, roasts 165 None 
Poultry thighs, legs, 
wings 

165 None 

Duck & Goose 165 None 
Stuffing (cooked alone 
or in bird) 

165 None 

Pork and Ham Fresh pork 145 3 minutes 
Fresh ham (raw) 145 3 minutes 
Precooked ham (to 
reheat) 

140 None 

Eggs & Egg Dishes Eggs Cook until yolk and white are firm None 
Egg dishes 160 None 

Leftovers & Casseroles Leftovers 165 None 
Casseroles 165 None 

Seafood Fin Fish 145 or cook until flesh is opaque and 
separates easily with a fork. 

None 

Shrimp, lobster, and 
crabs 

Cook until flesh is pearly and opaque. None 

Clams, oysters, and 
mussels 

Cook until shells open during cooking. None 

Scallops Cook until flesh is milky white or opaque 
and firm. 

None 
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Additional Safety Resources 
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